Is the burst of the AFFF bubble a precursor to long term environmental liabilities?

Ian Ross from Arcadis explains how the use of new generation Fluorine Free foams are not only playing a key part in aviation fire extinguishment, but also helping to mitigate the widespread environmental concerns surrounding PFASs.

As the global drinking water crisis focused on per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFASs) continues to unfold, the ongoing use of aqueous film forming foams (AFFF) – that contain these chemicals – by the civil aviation sector is under significant scrutiny.

PFASs are extremely persistent environmental contaminants, described as ‘forever chemicals’, which can be mobile, bioaccumulative and toxic, potentially posing...
increasingly significant very long-term environmental concerns. The increasing detection of PFAS in drinking water above very low regulatory thresholds informed by the available toxicological research, suggests that PFASs are “one of the most seminal public health challenge for the next decades” according to Patrick Breysse, Director of the U.S. Center for Disease Control’s National Centre for Environmental Health.

The environmental concerns regarding PFASs are evolving fast, but so too has been the development and optimisation of Fluorine Free Firefighting (F3) foams, which are now demonstrating comparable performance to AFFF, especially considering fire extinguishment scenarios and objectives in the aviation sector.
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It is now possible to both protect the public when we consider fire safety, whilst ensuring the long-term safety of drinking-water resources and the food chain. From a holistic perspective fires can be safely extinguished without the need for fluorosurfactants (PFASs) that are present in all AFFF formulations.

Many airports globally have gained significant confidence in the fire extinguishment performance of F3 foams such they have transitioned away from AFFF containing PFASs over the last decades. For example, some major international airports using F3 foams include London Heathrow, Gatwick, Stansted and City, Manchester, Paris Charles De Gaulle, Paris Orly, Lyon, Helsinki, Lisbon, Dubai, Brussels, Copenhagen, Oslo, Stockholm, Stuttgart, Dortmund, Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane.

Transitioning to the new generation F3 foams is a positive step towards mitigating concerns regarding PFASs as environmental regulations progress to address this class of several thousand emerging contaminants.

This article aims to provide an overview of concerns raised by scientists and environmental regulators, regarding PFASs, describe recent innovations in the development of fire-fighting foams, along with evolving engineering solutions to create stable foam blankets for superior extinguishment performance. International regulatory developments that apply to civil aviation extinguishment scenarios, as opposed to military specifications, are outlined with recent regulatory changes that allow airports to use F3 foams highlighted.

The evolution of a new generation of F3 foams that offer comparable extinguishment performance to AFFF, coupled with engineering developments to create superior stable foam blankets alongside rapidly changing regulations, allowing the use of F3 foams, provides the opportunity for their widespread adoption. Considering the accelerating pace of concerns regarding PFASs, media attention and political focus the opportunity to mitigate future environmental liabilities by avoiding use of AFFF appears to be a very wise decision.
What are PFASs?

Per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFASs) are a large group of emerging contaminants that have been used in a wide array of commercial goods and products since the 1940s. PFASs tend to be thermally stable and can repel oils and water with impressive surface tension levelling properties. Some PFASs, also termed as fluorosurfactants, have been the key ingredient in “film forming” and fluoroprotein based Class B fire-fighting foams used to extinguish liquid hydrocarbon fires. AFFF was developed in the mid-1960s and this foam in particular has been used at airports for incident response, repeated fire training events in sprinkler-based fire-suppressant systems in aircraft hangars and aviation hydraulic fluids.

PFASs include many thousands of individual compounds each with their own acronyms, which can initially be very confusing. This article attempts to highlight the acronyms of importance considering fire-fighting foams and provide a brief overview of the importance of a few differing PFASs.

Generally, the prior regulatory focus has been on perfluorooctane sulphonic acid (PFOS) and perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA), termed C8 or “long chain” PFASs, but there are potentially hundreds of extremely persistent fluorosurfactant PFASs in fire-fighting foams including AFFF, fluoroprotein foams (FP) and film forming fluoroprotein foams (FFFP).

None of the thousands of PFASs are biodegradable. However the polyfluorinated PFASs, often termed “precursors”, can transform in the environment to create the perfluorinated PFASs, collectively termed perfluoralkyl acids (PFAAs), as shown in Figure 1. The PFAAs, which include PFOS and PFOA, are the compounds generally subject to environmental regulations as opposed to their precursors. The polyfluorinated PFAA precursors in AFFF products still used today are termed fluorotelomers and are usually proprietary molecules, so they cannot be easily identified by chemical analysis and regulated as their structural formula remains confidential.

Why is there a problem?

Globally, environmental regulations, focused on the PFAAs are rapidly being proposed to very conservative (low) levels, and have been evolving since 2002. Environmental concerns considering PFASs were initiated in 2000, when it was
announced that the “long chain” (C8) molecule perfluorooctane sulphonic acid (PFOS) would be withdrawn from sale.\textsuperscript{15, 16}

It took until 2009 before PFOS production and uses were restricted by an international treaty, termed the Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs) which classed PFOS as persistent, bioaccumulative (retained within organisms) and toxic.\textsuperscript{17} The Stockholm Convention listed PFOA, as a POP, in 2019 \textsuperscript{18, 19} with a PFAS called perfluorohexanesulphonic acid (PFHxS) also currently under consideration.

As PFASs show no sign of biodegradation at all they have been described as “forever chemicals” meaning they are now permanently in the environment.\textsuperscript{20} PFASs are generally water soluble and hence very mobile in the environment meaning they can be transported with groundwater well beyond the original location where they were lost to ground, termed a source area. This behaviour means they can impact immense volumes of groundwater usually referred to as large plumes. Depending on the airport’s site setting (i.e. the topography, geology, hydrology and hydrogeology), coupled with the location of drinking water supply wells, crop spray irrigation, surface waters and business using this water, PFASs may then pose a risk.\textsuperscript{3, 21}

The “long chain” PFASs, including PFOS, PFOA and PFHxS bioaccumulate (concentrate) in humans, especially through consumption of PFAS impacted drinking water.\textsuperscript{22, 23} Replacement fluorotelomer PFASs are “short chain” (often termed C6), they are generally more soluble in water and therefore mobile in the environment. Our understanding of the toxicology and bioaccumulation potential of the C6 PFASs is evolving. A particular concern is that C6 PFASs form a host of differing transformation intermediates, some of which are suspected to bioaccumulate and there have been reports of increased toxicity displayed by the bioactive transformation intermediates of fluorotelomers,\textsuperscript{24, 25, 26} making them a potentially larger environmental threat.

It was noted that the Stockholm Convention Persistent Organic Pollutants Review Committee recently recommended “not to replace fire-fighting foam that contained or may contain PFOA, its salts and PFOA-related compounds with short-chain per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFASs) due to their persistency and mobility as well as potential negative environmental, human health and socioeconomic impacts”.\textsuperscript{28}

Given growing evidence of human health risks and potential ecological harm, many jurisdictions are now regulating an increasing number of PFASs including both long and short chain varieties and their precursors.\textsuperscript{3} While the short chain precursors are still commonly used as commercial replacements (e.g. in “C6-pure” fire-fighting foams). Many short-chain (C4-C7) PFASs, introduced as replacements for C8, have also captured the attention of environmental regulators, with short-chain PFASs regulated in Sweden, Denmark,
Germany, Italy, Belgium, Switzerland, Canada and 12 U.S. states. A limited number of the PFNA precursors are now themselves regulated, such as in Sweden, Germany, Denmark, Canada and Switzerland.

There has been a dramatically accelerating focus on PFASs by environmental regulators in the last five years. For example, in 2016, the detection of PFASs in drinking water in the U.S., combined with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA) issuing a long-term health advisory level of 70 ng/L (for combination of PFOS and/or PFOA)\(^{29}\), led to 6.5 million people’s drinking water being considered unsafe.\(^{30}\) During 2019 an increasing number of drinking water supplies have been affected by PFAS in the U.S.\(^{31, 32}\), with other businesses such as dairy farms also impacted\(^{33}\).

The regulatory trend is to consider an increasing number of individual PFASs and apply increasingly lower target concentrations. Since 2016, the drinking water guidelines have fallen sharply, to ever lower targets, with New Jersey finalising maximum concentration levels (MCLs) for PFOS at 13 ng/L and proposing a 14 ng/L target for PFOA\(^{34}\). These levels were also adopted by the State of California\(^{35}\), with the State of New York finalising MCLs of 10 ng/L for PFOS and PFOA.\(^{36, 37}\) Vermont has applied a standard of 20 ng/L to a combination of five PFAAs\(^{38}\), whilst New Hampshire recently announced targets of 12 ng/L for PFOA and 15 ng/L for PFOS\(^{39}\). Michigan announced a 16 ng/L health based value for PFOS and eight ng/L for PFOA\(^{40}\). Lower levels are being proposed by Denmark, with a temporary level of three ng/L for PFOS being considered. There are concerns that these very low levels are potentially higher than some detections in major rivers, such as the 238 ng/L of PFOS reported in the river Severn in the UK.\(^{41}\)

**What PFASs are in fire-fighting foams?**

The sale of firefighting foams containing PFOS ceased in 2003\(^{42}\), but many AFFFs marketed as “short chain” (C6) fire-fighting foams still contained PFOA (C8) and its precursors\(^{43}\). In 2004 it was reported that AFFF was not a likely source of PFOA\(^{44}\), but subsequent analysis of C6 based foams revealed that approximately 20 per cent of the PFASs present were PFOA precursors, with the remainder being precursors to short chain PFAAs\(^{45-47}\). As a result of the EPA PFOA stewardship programme between 2006 and 2015\(^{48}\), the amount of PFOA in foams was diminished to achieve a maximum of 50 mg/kg in C6-pure foams by 2015\(^{49}\).

**Chemical Analysis**

There are many more proprietary PFASs present in fire-fighting foam than are regulated. These polyfluorinated precursors evade detection by common analytical methods but in the environment will be transformed to the increasingly regulated perfluorinated PFASs. Fire-fighting foams, comprise hundreds of individual PFASs which have not been accounted for until recent analytical advances have enabled the total amount of PFASs to be measured using a novel technology termed the total oxidisable precursor (TOP) assay\(^{46, 50}\). In the environment, these polyfluorinated PFASs will all slowly transform to create PFAAs, such as PFOS and PFOA. Recognising this regulators in Australia have recently adopted this advanced analytical tool for sampling environmental matrices and compliance. The TOP assay is widely available commercially and may be considered best practice for assessment of PFASs in fire-fighting foams\(^{21, 51}\). However, recent analytical
guidance in the U.S. from the Fire Fighting Foam Coalition (FFFC) recommends use of standard analyses\(^{52}\) to assess PFASs in fire-fighting foam concentrates, such that the vast majority of PFASs in the fluorotelomer based fire-fighting foams would not be detected\(^{21,53}\).

### Evolution of fire-fighting technologies

Environmental and public health concerns, regarding PFASs, developing since 2000, has stimulated significant innovation to create F3 foams, meaning that over the last 20 years, fire-fighting foams and their delivery systems have evolved to be far more effective, without a need for PFASs in most circumstances\(^ {56,54}\). The first F3 foams were successfully tested at large scale in 2002\(^ {32}\), with evolving improvements in performance.

AFFF is essentially a technology developed in the 1960s\(^ {55}\), that has now been replaced in many airports, with more modern next-generation F3 foams.

Whilst PFAS manufacturers turned to C6 PFASs with diminishing C8 content as replacements for PFOS-containing foams\(^ {57}\), foam manufacturers such as Solberg, National Foam / Angus, Dr Sthamer, Bio-Ex, Novacool, Fontech, Auxquimia, 3F, Chemguard, Aberdeen Foam, FireRein, FireFreeze Worldwide, Orchidee Fire, Pyrocool Technologies, Verde Environmental Inc, Tyco, VS Focum and FoamFatale have all formulated F3 Foams. As F3 foams are now accredited to the highest performance levels in International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) tests (Level C) and are widely available as viable replacements to AFFF, many major international and provincial airports have already transitioned to F3 foams\(^ {58,59}\).

There has also been significant progress made evaluating alternative engineering methods to make and propel foams. Compressed Air Foam (CAFs), which can effectively propel F3 foam to create a stable bubble blanket for rapid effective fire extinguishment, are increasingly in use in Airport Rescue Fire Fighting Vehicles (ARFFV)\(^ {56,60}\). Not new to foam fire-fighting, CAF has been in existence for many decades going back to the 1930s when it was first used to fight fuel fires on ships during wars in Europe. Today CAFs are more developed with engineered systems designed to provide an appropriate solution for flammable liquid fire hazards of many descriptions.

In fire tests CAFs have shown the ability to raise the performance level of any foam product as the art of optimising bubble structure can be critical to their performance. The foam produced by a good quality CAF generator consists of homogeneous micro bubbles with superior extinguishment efficiency and performance. In 2018 a CAFs foam successfully flowed approximately 40m over a burning fuel surface at the Dallas Fort Worth Airport Foam Summit\(^ {61}\). This is 10m greater than National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) standards suggest should be applied as the maximum flow distance, yet CAF did so at half the application rate of conventional aspirated foam – two litres per minute per square metre (L/min/m\(^2\)) versus four L/min/m\(^2\) for conventional aspiration.

Recent quotes for a tote of an F3 foam was US $3,917, whereas a tote of AFFF was US $5,870 and with CAFS systems typically requiring around a third of the amount of foam needed by conventional foam application equipment, there are also some major cost savings associated with switching away from AFFF to F3 foams and CAFs, with the high price associated with PFAS based foams highlighted in 2005\(^ {62}\).
Environmental management of fire-fighting foams

To assist with ensuring that all brands of F3 foams do not pose a future environmental hazard it is suggested that foam suppliers confirm that all organic components of the foams, irrespective of concentration can be confirmed to be readily biodegradable as per Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) guidelines\(^6\). They should also confirm that there are no carcinogenic, mutagenic and reprotoxic substances (CMR) in the F3 foam formulations to help ensure the safety of the foams to firefighters. Consideration of the very comprehensive Queensland Department of Heritage and Environmental Guidance Policy regarding Firefighting Foams\(^64, 65\), could help guide policy in many jurisdictions.

Regulatory changes considering fire extinguishment

Barriers remained to the adoption of F3 foams in North American airports until recently. On 3 October 2018, the FAA Reauthorization Act of 2018 (HR 302) passed the senate\(^66\). It directs the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) that within two year of the date of the Act's enactment, to “not require the use of fluorinated chemicals” to meet the prior performance standards\(^67\). This means that there will no longer be a requirement to use PFASs and thus AFFF to meet military performance standards (via the U.S. Department of Defense Military Specification MIL-PRF-24385F(SH) (MILSpec)) at civil, certificated Part 139 airports across the U.S. with the MILSpec standard written around the characteristics of AFFF.

On 21 June 2019, Transport Canada published an exemption from paragraph 323.08(1)(a) of the Aircraft Fire Fighting at Airport and Aerodromes Standards, which stated “this exemption would allow Canadian airport operators to elect to transition to a fluorine-free foam which is more environmentally friendly and which currently available on the market and used in other countries” and “the Canadian airport operator shall select a fluorine-free foam with a low environmental impact (i.e. persistency, toxicity and bioaccumulative) that does not contain any fluorinated compounds such as fluorine, per-and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) or other groups of fluorinated substances such as fluorosurfactants, fluoropolymers or organofluorines.”\(^68\). Meaning Canadian airports can now transition to F3 foam.

Use of tests that are appropriate to fire scenarios

---
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Protecting human health and safety through effective fire suppression is the foremost priority of most fire-fighting foam systems, although some are solely aimed at asset protection. However, a balance between minimizing the environmental impact, liabilities, and the long-term harm to human health caused by use of PFASs in fire-fighting foams needs to be considered to manage the overall risk of fire protection.

The ICAO testing regime is specifically designed for civil aviation fire extinguishment scenarios and not those encountered by the military. Therefore, it provides a detailed and tailored series of tests and specifications for extinguishment of the fuels used in bulk by civil aviation for appropriate life protection. Jet-A (aviation kerosene) is the preferred fuel in ICAO tests as it is the fuel used in bulk quantities by civil aviation. The extinguishment scenario for which the ICAO test is built around is to secure the critical area around an entrance/egress point for passengers to self-evacuate or for firefighters to enter the fuselage to effect a rescue. The ICAO fire test therefore accurately reflects a civilian airport's fire-fighting and rescue regime.

MILSpec testing objectives are fire scenarios faced by military organizations and the hazards they pose, considering bulk use of gasoline and the presence of live munitions. The rationale for the MILSpec requirements has been described by the Naval Research Laboratory as an “attempt to provide the best flammable liquid firefighting agent for military applications.” As civil aviation fires are not in military settings the use of ICAO tests are more appropriate.

There are also other aspects of the fire tests to consider. The ICAO test simulates an ARFFV drawing up to the critical area and discharging its water/foam to primarily control and ultimately extinguish the fire. In the 2013 revision, movement of the nozzle was stopped, therefore simulating a stationary ARFFV as they can be very difficult to reposition during an emergency especially whilst they are discharging their fire-fighting media. Each of the MILSpec fire tests is carried out by an experienced operator, where the hand-held nozzle is used to ‘actively’ fight the fire. This simulates a human intervention to the fire scenario and not a stationary ARFFV.

Recent independent foam testing

The industry group LASTFIRE which is funded on a non-profit basis by fuel storage companies, develops best practice guidance for storage tank protection, free from commercial bias from foam manufacturers. LASTFIRE has carried out a very extensive series of tests using “new generation” foams of both C6 and F3 types.
These tests were aimed specifically at storage tank related scenarios but have relevance to all foam applications including the aviation industry. They have involved a range of incident scenarios including tank fires, dike area fires and general spill fires as well as standard test protocols such as EN1568 and LASTFIRE. The LASTFIRE standard test protocol was developed, initially by Mobil Research and Development Corporation but finalised by LASTFIRE, specifically to evaluate foam performance for the critical application of tank fires – an example of a test simulating a specific application, as all performance-based tests should be for critical situations. The work of LASTFIRE is ongoing but the most recent large-scale tests involved 40x7m spill fires with JetA and were carried out in cooperation with DFW airport Research and Training facility.

LASTFIRE are keen to emphasise that the research is ongoing and further tests are planned. Conclusions regarding foam performance should not be generic, as there are both good and bad examples of each foam category on the market. The results show that F3 Foams can successfully extinguish both spill and tank fires using standard application rates – and indeed at more critical application rates too, given the correct application techniques and foam quality. Application techniques tested have included both forceful (monitor) and gentle (pourer) conventional proprietary aspirating and “non-aspirating” devices. An interesting part of the work is testing of alternative application methods including CAF and Self Expanding Foam. In the DFW test for example, the 40m long test pan with Jet A fuel was efficiently and effectively extinguished using a CAF foam pourer at 50 per cent of the application rate of a conventional aspirating foam pourer. Comparative testing with conventional foams was carried out on tank scenarios as part of the overall series.

LASTFIRE have also developed a “best practice” covering assurance protocol involving all stages of foam procurement, application, management and ultimately disposal. Again, this is aimed specifically at storage tank application but the principles and most of the detail is applicable to all foam application including aviation. The work of LASTFIRE is complemented by that of the Etank Project carried out by RISE in Stockholm which included the use of F3 foam on water soluble fuels.

In the Oil and Gas sector, Equinor (formerly Statoil) are responsible for about 50 per cent of total production in the North Sea totalling some 2.5 million barrels a day, with comments regarding use of F3 foams from Lars Ystanes at Equinor that “we regard the new fluorine-free foam as a fully acceptable and even better replacement for AFFF”72. Other oil companies have transitioned to F3 foams for some applications and are committed to doing so completely when further testing is completed.

Experiences with F3 foams

The successful use of F3 foams to effectively manage multiple aircraft fires at major airports has is being increasingly reported73, 74. In 2019, more successful reports of use of F3 foams are being highlighted, with safe evacuation of all 80 passengers and crew from an A319 engine fire on landing in 2013, then in 2016 all 282 passengers and crew were safely evacuated after a Boeing 777 fire. In 2018 a chemical factory fire in Melbourne was successfully extinguished using only F3 foams75.

Feedback regarding the performance of F3 foams from Graeme Day (London Heathrow Airports Fire Service Compliance Manager), following successful transition of F3 foams at Heathrow Airport76, were that F3 foam has “no operational problems and performs perfectly in an ARFF setting”, with
“environmental impact and consequential remediation and clean-up costs of using a fluorine-free foam compared to AFFF, FFFP, or FP are effectively zero and firewater runoff can be discharged directly to ground or drainage systems”.

Graeme continued “Since purchasing our fluorine free foam, we have used it on two separate aircraft fires (an A321 and a 787) and it worked perfectly. Furthermore, the clean-up costs from these incidents were zero as following tests of the fire ground water runoff by the UK Environment Agency and local water company, we were given permission to wash the foam solution into Heathrow’s surface water drainage system. This meant that the affected runways were available for use very quickly which had obvious financial benefits for Heathrow. We were not allowed to do this when we used AFFF and following the 2008 777 incident we spent thousands of pounds and many months disposing of the fire ground runoff. Another benefit of being able to wash fluorine free foam solution into the surface water drainage system is that our crews can train with foam concentrate instead of water or training foam.”

The Royal Danish Airforce has been using F3 foams for several years, with an ethos of “Train as you Fight”, as the Danish Airforce trains with the same firefighting foams and fuels as encountered in real life incidents, with their confidence extinguishing fires using F3 foams evident as a result, with comments from Lars Andersen the Fire-Chief that “my experience is that fluorine free foam works flawlessly”. Following recent testing exercises with F3 foams Lars stated “put you self in the place of a crew member trapped in a fuselage engulfed in flames. Ask yourself a question; would I trust the fluorine free foam? I would.”

Considering use of F3 foams with CAFs, Kim Olsen, Head of Copenhagen Airport Rescue & Firefighting Academy, Copenhagen Airport stated “CAFs has a tremendous capacity for knocking down the fire compared to the normal aspirated nozzles. The CNPP results showed that CAFs is some 40 per cent more efficient! Moreover, test results also showed that the new fluorine–free foam was just as efficient as AFFF”. Kim Olsen also noted that “in 2014 work on environmental clean-up, containment and re-construction of the Fire Training area was started. This was a huge project and Copenhagen Airports A/S invested more than €15 million in this project”, indicating the magnitude of costs that can be associated with environmental clean-up of AFFF.
Remediation of PFASs in soil, ground and surface waters poses some unique challenges. However cost effective pragmatic and ingenious approaches are evolving. Treatment of short chain PFASs poses a greater challenge than their long chain predecessors, as they can be much more water soluble and mobile. Water treatment technologies, such as granular activated carbon, typically struggles to remove them.

Large scale remediation of a proprietary C6 foam spill in Australia in 2017, seems to be an example of the future potential liabilities associated with holding and using C6 foams. Regulatory compliance requested measuring of PFASs using TOP assay, making the remediation significantly more challenging. The cleanup technology used is shown below and represents the first use of an ozofractionation system to comprehensively treat 20,000 cubic metres ($m^3$) of PFASs impacted wastewater, as determined using TOP assay.

**Foam transition**

Foam transitions assists with managing liabilities whilst moving to sustainable alternatives. Successful foam transition takes a well-developed, site-specific strategy prepared by a qualified team of fire engineers, environmental scientists, technology providers, equipment specialists and operations contractors. Some of the considerations associated with foam transition include:

1. Maintaining compliance with fire protection regulations and insurance accreditation
2. Development of a performance-based detailed foam procurement specification with appropriate acceptance testing
3. Implement the transition whilst maintaining a functional fire suppression system to protect human health and assets
4. A good understanding of the design basis of the fire protection system and operational knowledge of existing equipment
5. Compatibility assessment of system components with new foam
6. Effective decontamination of existing equipment in contact with foam to prevent cross-contamination of new foam
7. Proper planning for containment and disposal of waste generated during transition
8. Effective secondary containment, and inspection and maintenance procedures are required.

Effective decontamination of infrastructure is essential if cross contamination of the new F3 foam with residual PFASs is to be avoided. Failure to undertake appropriate decontamination may lead to future liabilities if appropriate cleanout of equipment is not conducted. Biodegradable, non-toxic solvents have been developed and applied to prevent rebound and effectively extract PFASs from equipment, because rinsing using only water has been shown to be ineffective (Figure 2.)
Is the downfall of AFFF a precursor to long term environmental liabilities?

There are on-going challenges associated with managing PFASs including potential legacy management of C8 and C6 contamination of soil, groundwater and concrete surfaces, whilst ongoing use of C6 represent a source of future contamination. There is evidence that some fire training areas can remain a source of C8 PFASs for at least 20 years following their last use and that the surface of concrete can continue leaching PFASs for decades.

There are many evolving solutions to manage PFASs releases to the environment, such as concrete surface treatments, soil stabilisation and technologies using ultrasound which can destroy PFASs, via a process termed sonolysis, creating innocuous fluoride. Mobile sonolysis units to destroy PFASs in fire-fighting foam concentrates are currently being developed for commercial use, which will significantly reduce the costs of foam disposal.

Conclusion

The growing concerns regarding drinking water impacts from PFOS, PFOA and PFHxS, is driving a dramatically increased regulatory, media and political focus on the wider class of PFASs. At the same time the performance of F3 foams at extinguishing fires has markedly improved such that its performance is comparable to AFFF. So now the balance between the perceived risk of transitioning to F3 foams, versus the potential harm caused and liabilities associated with continued use of PFAS based foams, makes evaluation of how to move away from C8 and C6 PFAS based foams a wise commercial decision.

Transitioning to the new generation F3 foams is a positive step if airports have not already made this choice, as they are now effective for fire extinguishment and have negligible long term environmental hazards.

With grateful contributions from Dr. Niall Ramsden Ph.D., LASTFIRE coordinator
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Andrew
4 August 2019 at 9:24 am

Thanks for writing this article.

If we do a root cause analysis of why we are in this position... i.e. why is this emerging contaminant and others getting into our bodies through food and water. Most RCAs on this issue will lead you to the end of the road in that regulatory processes are not developed, or are by-passed/not followed if they are developed...it's too easy to find a loop hole. If we ask the final "why" question at this point in our RCA the answer I believe is $$. Getting that new product out is more important so corporations can get the cash flow turned on ... this has become the priority.

We have seen this with other high visibility concerns like pesticides that are killing our pollinators and possibly creating long term food production concerns. We have also seen this more and more in drug development and use. i.e. opioids, drug and resistant bacteria.

We can do better!
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